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Abstract

Suppose you aim to settle a certain question. How can we measure
the usefulness of getting certain answers, or asking certain other questions,
relative to that aim? Various models of information value have been pro-
posed, building on insights from decision theory, Bayesian statistics, and
information theory. In this paper, I develop and defend a novel model of in-
formation value in terms of accuracy gain. I show how themodel fares better
than its contenders on a number of fronts: it solves a problem concerning
synchronic vs. sequential learning; it accounts for the value of surprise, the
exclusion of possibilities, and changes in belief; it must be assumed, at least
at the objective level, to account for the costs of misleading evidence; and it
promises to meet basic standards of empirical adequacy.

1 Measuring the Value of Information

We often find ourselves in the following situation: we want to find out which
of a set of mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive hypotheses is true, and can
performa range of tests bearing on thematter. Some testswill bemore helpful in
settling the matter than others, since not all results will be equally informative.
Here’s an attractive principle about how we should act: we should perform
those experiments that maximise expected informativeness, and should be
happy to the extent that the results we get are informative. But how are we
to measure the informativeness of a given result in the first place? What is it
for a piece of information to be valuable, or useful, given the aim of finding
out the answer to a certain research question? This issue seems central to the
theory of rational inquiry, and if rational inquiry is central to epistemology,
it should be central to epistemology, too. While work in epistemology has
increasingly focused on inquiry, very little has been said about how to measure
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the usefulness of information relative to a research question—what wemay call
the value of information.1

Cognitive psychologists, by contrast, have proposed a variety of competing
accounts of precisely this value, oftendrawingonpreviousworkby statisticians.
They have done so in an attempt to interpret results about people’s information-
gathering behaviour, as reported by experimental studies onmedical diagnosis,
categorization, covariation assessment, and selection tasks.2 Thus, there are a
number of extant models of the value of information, which have been put
to different uses. They have been employed as normative standards against
which to evaluate the extent to which people’s choices in the above studies
are rational, but also as descriptive models of people’s behaviour. When put
forward as normative standards, some of these models deliver the result that
people’s choices of information are irrational, while others support the verdict
that at least some choices, previously thought irrational, can be vindicated as
rational after all, once the experimental settings are properly interpreted.3

In this paper, I will argue that an as yet unexplored measure of the value
of information, based on the notion of accuracy gain, is normatively superior
to the models that have so far been discussed by cognitive psychologists and
statisticians. Roughly, according to the new proposed account, a piece of infor-
mation is objectively informative or useful with respect to the research question
to the extent that updating on it improves one’s accuracy with respect to the
true hypothesis; it is expectedly informative or useful with respect to the re-
search question to the extent that updating on it is expected to improve one’s
accuracy with respect to the true hypothesis. In §2, I present the accuracy gain
model in detail, and then turn to argue for it in subsequent sections. Before
that, however, it is necessary to acquire a clear view of the proposals already
on offer, which I devote the rest of this section to.

Each of the models I shall presently outline is structured as follows. It first

1For recent work on inquiry, see Millar (2011), Kelp (2014), Friedman (2019), Friedman (forth-
coming a), Friedman (forthcoming b). We should distinguish the notion of information value of
interest here from Good (1966)’s notion, which concerns the extent to which acquiring information
increases the maximum expected utility of a decision problem. Good’s notion measures the practi-
cal usefulness of information, whereas the notion that I’m interested in measures the usefulness of
information from a purely epistemic point of view. Oddie (1997) and Campbell-Moore and Salow
(forthcoming) adapt Good’s notion to the epistemic domain, but for purposes different from that
of systematically laying out and defending an account of information value—cf. footnote 20.

2On medical diagnosis, see Baron et al. (1988); on categorization, see Skov and Sherman (1986),
and Slowiaczek et al. (1992); on covariation assessment, see McKenzie (1994); on selection tasks,
see Wason (1968), Klayman and Ha (1987), Oaksford and Chater (1994).

3See McKenzie (2003) for an overiview.
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gives an equation for the usefulness, D, of an answer or result A relative to a
research question & = {@1 , ..., @=}. Then, it defines the usefulness, 4D, of a
question or experiment ' relative to the research question & as the expectation
of the usefulness of '’s answers.

4D&(') =
∑
9

%(A 9) · D&(A 9).4, 5

The four models of information value I will consider are probability gain,
information gain, KL distance, and impact.6

1.1 Probability Gain

According to probability gain, a piece of information’s usefulness is determined
by the increase in the probability of making a correct guess (with respect to the
research question &) that updating on it effects.7 We assume a utility function
for the agent which gives the same positive utility to any correct guess and
lower, equal utility to any incorrect guess. Under such conditions, the expected
utility ofmaking a certain guess is just its probability. The higher the probability
of the most likely hypothesis, the higher the maximum expected utility. Thus,
according to probability gain, the information value of answer A relative to& is
defined as follows:

D(A) = %�(A) = max
@8

%(@8 |A) −max
@8

%(@8).

And the information value of question ' relative to & is:

4D(') = �%�(') =
∑
9

%(A 9) · %�(A 9).

4An important note about %(·): throughout, I will take this to be the credence distribution
propositionally justified by the agent’s total evidence, rather than the agent’s (possibly irrational)
actual credence distribution. When I talk about credences below, I thus intend these to be the
credences propositionally justified by the agent’s total evidence.

5In the equations to follow, I will leave it implicit that the usefulness of answers/results and
questions/experiments is always relative to a research question, thus omitting the relevant sub-
script.

6I won’t consider two other well-known measures, diagnosticity (Good (1950), Good (1975),
Good (1983)) and log diagnosticity, because they are not suitable candidate measures for informa-
tion value, as Nelson (2005) has persuasively argued.

7Baron (1985).
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1.2 Information Gain

According to information gain, a piece of information’s usefulness is deter-
mined by the reduction in Shannon entropy (with respect to the research ques-
tion&) that updating on it effects.8 Shannon entropy measures the uncertainty
of a probability distribution in relation to a question’s possible answers; it is
maximal when each possible answer is assigned equal probability, and 0 when
all answers but one are excluded.9 Here is how Shannon entropy is defined:

�(&) =
∑
@8

%(@8) · log 1
%(@8)

.10

Suppose you acquire information A, and update on it. Then, the entropy of &
relative to your updated probability distribution may have changed, and can
be recalculated as follows:

�(& |A) =
∑
@8

%(@8 |A) · log 1
%(@8 |A)

.

The information gainmodel of information value equates the information value
of answer A relative to & with the reduction of entropy that getting A occasions:

D(A) = ��(A) = �(&) − �(& |A).

Then, the model defines the information value of question ' relative to & as
the reduction of entropy that asking ' is expected to occasion:

4D(') = ���(') =
∑
9

%(A 9) · ��(A 9).

1.3 KL distance

According to Kullback-Liebler distance, a piece of information’s usefulness is
determined by the distance between the agent’s prior probability distribution
(with respect to the research question &) and the probability distribution that
updating on that piece of information generates.11 The greater the belief change

8Lindley (1956), Box and Hill (1967), Fedorov (1972), Oaksford and Chater (1994), van Rooy
(2004).

9Shannon (1948).
10The convention that 0 · log 0 = 0 is standard in information theory and easily justified by

continuity arguments—see, e.g., Cover and Thomas (2006).
11Kullback and Leibler (1951), Cover and Thomas (2006).
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that getting the piece of information causes, the more useful such a piece of
information will be considered according to this measure. Formally, on the KL
distance measure, the information value of answer A relative to & is:

D(A) =  !(A) =
∑
@8

%(@8 |A) · log
%(@8 |A)
%(@8)

.

And the information value of question ' relative to & is:

4D(') = � !(') =
∑
9

%(A 9) ·  !(A 9)

1.4 Impact

According to impact, a piece of information’s usefulness is determined by the
absolute change from prior to posterior probability distribution (with respect
to the research question &) that the piece of information brings about.12 Thus,
impact agrees with KL distance that usefulness of information is to be cashed
out in terms of belief change, but measures belief change in a different way. In
particular, the impact model defines the information value of answer A relative
to & as:

D(A) = �(A) = 0.5 ·
∑
@8

|%(@8 |A) − %(@8)|.

And it defines the information value of question ' relative to & as:

4D(') = ��(') =
∑
9

%(A 9) · �(A 9).

∗

Probability gain, information gain, KL distance, and impact largely agree
about which answers and questions count as most useful in particular cases.
However, circumstances can be devised in which they provide competing ver-
dicts.13 We can compare the models along two different dimensions; we can
ask:

12Wells and Lindsay (1980), Klayman and Ha (1987), Nickerson (1996). These authors define
impact in relation to polar research questions only; the more general formulation here employed is
due to Nelson (2008).

13Nelson (2005).
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• Which of these models provides the best descriptive account of people’s
information-gathering practices?

• Which of these models provides the best normative account of how people
ought to conduct their information-gathering practices?

Cognitive psychologists disagree about the extent to which an answer to the
first question constrains an answer to the second. Some think that if a model
doesn’t meet basic predictive standards, it shouldn’t be taken seriously as a
normative proposal either; others allow for more discrepancy between the two
levels.14 It is important to note that the question with which I started the paper,
and which will mainly concern the rest of it, is the normative one. When we
ask what information value truly amounts to, we’re asking how people ought
to collect information, epistemically speaking—at least granting the principle
stated at the start that rational people maximise expected information value,
and successful people information value itself.

In the following section, I lay out the details of a novel measure of infor-
mation value, which I call accuracy gain. Then, in subsequent sections, I argue
for the superiority of accuracy gain as a normative standard over the extant
measures just outlined.

2 Accuracy Gain

Accuracy is a function of how “close” a credence in a given proposition is to
that proposition’s truth value. The standard way to measure accuracy is the
so-called Brier Score.15 Where E is proposition ?’s truth-value,

Brier(%(?), E) B −(E − %(?))2.

Some think that the Brier Score is the correct measure of accuracy: if that were
the case, the accuracy � of %(?) at F, �(%(?), F), would equal Brier(%(?), 1) in
case ? is true at F, and Brier(%(?), 0) otherwise.16 Others prefer to work with
weaker assumptions, only laying out constraints which any plausible measure
of accuracy should respect.17 I will use the Brier Score in what follows, though

14See, e.g., Oaksford and Chater (2007) for an approach sympathetic to the former view and, e.g.,
Baron (1985, pp. 52-53) for remarks gesturing towards the latter.

15The score was originally introduced by Brier (1950) as a way to assess forecasts.
16Pettigrew (2016, ch. 4), e.g., argues for the Brier Score as the uniquely legitimate measure of

accuracy up to positive linear transformation.
17This is the standard working methodology; see, e.g., Joyce (1998), (2009).
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this is mostly for illustrative purposes.18 My focus is on the worldly good of
accuracy itself, however this is legitimately measured.

Suppose I’m interested in settling a research question &, and collect some
information A. Updating on A may alter my probability distribution over &’s
possible answers. Letting @) be &’s true answer, we can ask whether updating
on A resulted in an improvement in the accuracy of my credence in @) . If that is
so, my epistemic positionwith respect tomy research question& has intuitively
improved; if that isn’t so, then it intuitively hasn’t. Regimenting this thought
yields Objective Information Value = Accuracy Gain:

(OIV = AG). The objective information value of A is ��(A) = �(%(@) |A), @)) −
�(%(@)), @)).19

Whether my accuracy has improved is something that can only be told by
someonewhoknowswhat the true answer to& is, a positionwhich Iwouldonly
occupy in the most favourable case where A excludes all possible answers but
@) . Thus, OIV = AG should be coupled with an account of expected information
value, which is naturally cashed out as the accuracy gain that updating on A is
expected to bring about. We thus get Expected Information Value = Expected

Accuracy Gain:

(EIV = EAG).The expected information value of A is ���(A) = ∑
@8 %(@8 |A) ·

[�(%(@8 |A), @8) − �(%(@8), @8)].

The models presented in §1 are concerned with a notion of information value
simpliciter, anddonotmark thedifference that the presentmodel draws between
objective and expected information value. That the accuracy gain model draws
this differencewill play a crucial role in the arguments below; for now, however,
let me simply note that it is expected accuracy gain which lines up with the
notion of information value that the models of §1 attempt to account for, rather
than objective accuracy gain. Even when accounting for the information value
of single answers, the models of §1 are concerned with usefulness as this is
perceived from the agent’s point of view, and not by an external observer

18In particular, my main arguments, in §3, §4, and §5, do not rely on this choice: that is, they
go through with any plausible measure of accuracy satisfying standard constraints, such as strict-
propriety. The choice does affect the points I develop in §6, but similar results can likely be achieved
using alternative measures of accuracy.

19I switch to using sets ofworlds rather than singleworlds as the second argument of the accuracy
function, �, because no more fineness of grain is needed for our purposes than that provided by
the partition induced by the research question: “�(%(@), @)” is to be read as “�(%(@), F@ ∈ @)”.
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acquainted with the true answer to the agent’s research question &.
To see this, consider the case where an agent gets a piece of information

A that makes one false answer very likely on their posterior evidence, and
hence every other answer—including the true one—unlikely. All of probability
gain, information gain, KL distance, and impact agree that A is very useful
relative to& (at least assuming that the agent’s prior probabilities were broadly
distributed), and the accuracy gain model agrees too, insofar as information
value simpliciter is cashed out in terms of expected information value. Of
course, though, since the actual accuracy of the agent’s credence in the true
answer decreases, A has negative objective information value according to the
present account. Since I am interested in comparing the accuracy gain account
with the four extant accounts presented in §1, it will come helpful to place all
accounts on the same level, and treat EIV = EAG as the “core” of the accuracy
gain account, specifying the measure for information value simpliciter. As
noted, however, the notion of objective information value will be central to the
arguments to follow.

We can next define the expected information value of a question, ', relative
to a research question& in the standardway, as the expectation of the (expected)
information value of '’s answers:

��+(') = ���(') =
∑
9

%(A 9) · ���(A 9).20

While itwon’t be as useful as in the case of answers, for completenesswe can also
define the objective information value of question' as the objective information
value of its true answer. This concludes our exposition of the accuracy gain
model of information value. Although it hasn’t received any attention in the
literature on information value so far, I will now argue that there is much to
recommend it.

20Campbell-Moore and Salow (forthcoming), in the course of showing that if Buchak (2010)’s risk-
avoidance is rational, then it can be epistemically rational to refrain from collecting new evidence,
define the (risk-weighted) expected accuracy of an act of evidence-gathering as the (risk-weighted)
expectation of the accuracy of the credence you’d end up with after updating on the evidence
collected. Oddie (1997) also measures the expected cognitive value (i.e. expected accuracy) of an
act of evidence-gathering similarly. However, accuracy gain seems a bettermeasure in the context of
providing an account of information value. Suppose you have a prior credence of .99 in an answer
to&, and can ask a question 'whose answers you know incapable of affecting your credence about
the answer to & substantially. If it’s expected accuracy simpliciter that measures information value,
asking question ' has great expected information value, since its expected accuracy is high. Only
using expected accuracy gain as a measure of expected information value gives the result that the
expected information value of ' is low.
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3 Nonnegativity and Additivity

In this section, I show how the accuracy gain account solves a problem con-
cerning synchronic vs. sequential learning. One illuminating way of getting a
purchase on the difference between the various measures of information value
here presented is to sort them out according to whether they are nonnegative
or additive. A nonnegative measure always assigns positive information value
to information which changes one’s credences. An additive measure is such
that for all pieces of information A1, A2, �+(A1) + �+(A2 |A1) = �+(A1 ∧ A2). On an
additive measure, two answers’ sum utility is the same whether the answers
are given all at once or sequentially.

Probability gain and information gain are additive but can be negative,
whereas KL distance and impact are nonnegative but not additive. Here is the
problem: no measure can satisfy both nonnegativity and additivity, and yet
failures of each principle lead to what seem like implausible results.21 With
respect to failures of nonnegativity: how can getting new information ever be
of negative value in relation to one’s aim of settling a given research question?
With respect to failures of additivity: how can the order in which you receive
two pieces of information matter with respect to their usefulness?

I will now discuss each problem in turn, illustrating with examples. To
reveal my cards: I will agree with, and build on, extant criticism of additive
measures, and argue that the standard criticism of nonnegative measures is
misplaced. However, I will then show that each of nonnegativity and additivity
has a role to play in a satisfactory account of information value, and that the
accuracy gain model is uniquely placed to accommodate for this.

3.1 Nonnegativity Failures

Let me start with additive measures: probability gain and information gain.
Suppose the polar question whether ? is your research question. Your prior
evidential probabilities are as follows: %(?) = .3, %(¬?) = .7. You then get in-
formation A, which has the following evidential import: %(? |A) = %(¬? |A) = .5
According to both probability gain and information gain, getting A has negative

21Proof: suppose our agent is interested in whether ?, with prior %(?) = G. Consider the pieces
of information A1 such that %(? |A1) = G′ ≠ G, and A2 such that %A1 (? |A2) = G. Now, consider
a nonnegative measure of information value #�+ . By nonnegativity and the fact that G′ ≠ G,
#�+(A1) > 0 and #�+(A2 |A1) > 0. So #�+(A1) + #�+(A2 |A1) > 0. But #�+(A1 ∧ A2) = 0, for
%A1 (? |A2) = G = %(?). So, for any nonnegative measure #�+ , in this class of cases #�+(A1) +
#�+(A2 |A1) ≠ #�+(A1 ∧ A2), i.e. nonnegativity entails violations of additivity.
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usefulness, or negative information value, with respect to your research ques-
tion. Evans and Over (1996) rightly point out that this is an odd conclusion. It
is worth citing their contribution in full; while they argue against information
gain, their point can be extended to any measure which can be negative:

[...] if [%(?)] actually goes up from .3 to .5, after we gather some
evidence, then we apparently lose information by gaining uncer-
tainty. Of course, someone could just have the goal of reducing
uncertainty in the Oaksford and Chater sense; but most people who
have a hypothesis will surely have some interest in finding its truth
value, and they should not use Oaksford and Chater’s measure as a
normative standard.22

They say next that in the case described “[...] we might suffer a cost in dis-
appointment, but we would think of ourselves as having had an epistemic
benefit”.23

To expand on Evans and Over’s criticism, we should look for a principled
epistemological story backing up their intuition that people interested in find-
ing the truth about their research question shouldn’t use additive measures,
which can be negative. To this end, recall first that probability gain and in-
formation gain, just as any other measure presented in §1, are concerned with
usefulness of information as this is perceived from the agent’s point of view,
and not by an external observer already acquainted with the true answer to the
agent’s research question. That the value of A is negative in our case, in virtue
of the fact that it shifts %(?) from .3 to .5, must then mean that the agent is
evaluating the .5 credence from the perspective of the .3 credence. Themessage
encoded in such a negative assignment of value is: I ammoving further away from
the truth. And it is precisely the other way around that any plausible measure of
information value should evaluate such credences.24 Before the agent gets A, of
course, the .5 credencewill be seen as sub-optimal from the agent’s perspective,
which is that of the .3 credence. But after A is acquired, the agent’s point of view
becomes that of the .5 credence, and thus it’s the .3 credence which should be

22Evans and Over (1996, p. 358).
23Ibid.
24As Evans and Over note, proponents of information gain may say that they’re modeling agents

purely interested in reducing uncertainty, in which case there is nothing wrong with the encoded
message: I am moving further away from certainty. But then this wouldn’t be a model applicable
to inquiring agents, for inquiry is directed at truth. At any rate, proponents of information gain
use this measure precisely in contexts in which agents aim at finding out the truth about a given
question—see, e.g., Lindley (1956, p. 987), Oaksford and Chater (2007, p. 170).
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evaluated from the perspective of the .5 credence, contrary to what additive
measures predict. A correct assignment of information value to A should en-
code the message: good luck I got r, I guess my prior evidence supported being too
confident in ¬?.

At any given time, it is the credence justified by the agent’s evidence which
constitutes the point of view from which the agent evaluates the usefulness of
information, and of adopting other credences. If once one learns A, A becomes
part of one’s evidence, we have an explanation for why getting A can never be
considered of negative information value or usefulness, if information value
is assigned from the agent’s point of view. Measures which can be negative,
such as probability gain and information gain, violate the principle that the
credences justified by the agent’s evidence are always self-recommending in the
way just laid out.25 Since they entail such an implausible epistemological theory,
additive measures should be rejected.

3.2 Additivity Failures

What about the costs of accepting a nonnegative measure? Consider the fol-
lowing case. Your prior probabilities about the possible answers to your po-
lar research question are again %(?) = .3 and %(¬?) = .7. Further, consider
the following two pieces of information, A and A∗, such that %(? |A) = .7 and
%(? |A ∧ A∗) = .3. According to measures which violate additivity, such as KL
distance and impact, if you learn A and A∗ simultaneously, the information value
of A ∧ A∗ is 0, since gaining such information does not change your prior cre-
dences. If, however, you first learn A, and subsequently learn A∗, KL distance
and impact regard each piece of information as useful, despite the fact that your
credences are the same as those with which you started out. In both cases, you
start with the same prior credences, end with the same posterior credences, yet
value the information differently. Some take this to be a counterintuitive result,
a “strange contradiction”.26

The result can certainly be made to sound counterintuitive—but how bad
is the epistemological theory which licenses it? Once we examine the case
carefully, it appears that there is nothing epistemologically flawed about such
a differential assignment of information value. The action lies in the sequential
case, so let’s consider each step in the succession closely. We agreed that all

25There are accuracy-theoretic tools for making this principle more precise: see footnote 25.
26Nelson (2008, p. 153).
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measures of information value presented in §1, including KL distance and
impact, assign usefulness as perceived from the agent’s point of view, which
we noted above corresponds to the agent’s evidence. So suppose your total
evidence at the start of the sequential learning process is �. You first learn A,
and your evidence becomes � ∧ A. The value of information A is a function
of your prior point of view, �, and your current, and thus privileged, point of
view � ∧ A. You evaluate A as useful. You then learn A∗, and your evidence
becomes �∧ A ∧ A∗. The value of information A∗ is a function of your prior point
of view, � ∧ A, and your current, and thus privileged, point of view � ∧ A ∧ A∗.
You evaluate A∗ as useful. So far so good.

The alleged problem lies in the fact that you would have evaluated A ∧ A∗ as
useless had you learned both pieces of information simultaneously. Consider:
you learn A∧ A∗, and your evidence becomes �∧ A∧ A∗. The value of information
A ∧ A∗ is a function of your prior point of view, �, and your current, and thus
privileged, point of view � ∧ A ∧ A∗. So:

• When you evaluate A as useful you do so from the perspective of evidence
� ∧ A, coming from the perspective of �;

• When you evaluate A∗ as useful youdo so from the perspective of evidence
� ∧ A ∧ A∗, coming from the perspective of � ∧ A;

• When you evaluate A ∧ A∗ as useless, you do so from the perspective of
evidence � ∧ A ∧ A∗, coming from the perspective of �.

In no two such cases do you evaluate the same piece, or sets of pieces, of
information as both useful and useless coming from the same old perspective
and occupying the same new perspective. That would be an unwelcome result,
a “strange contradiction”, but it’s not one delivered by nonnegative measures
such as KL distance and impact. Since the pieces of information A and A∗ are
evaluated relative to different combinations of old and new perspectives, it is
only to be expected that they get assigned different information values in the
synchronic and sequential case. Shifts in perspective explain additivity failures.
The theory of synchronic and sequential learning underwritten by nonnegative
models of information value presents no particular challenge.

3.3 Accuracy Gain, Nonnegativity, and Additivity

Yet, can there really be no cases in which getting new information hinders
one in one’s attempt to get closer to the truth about one’s research question?
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For example, an agent who gets some misleading evidence does seem to be
worse off relative to her aim of settling the research question. And shouldn’t
the usefulness of information, at least in some sense, be independent of the
order in which it is received? Although the alleged problem with nonnegative
measures can be defused, and, by contrast, additive measure are shown to
commit to a flawed epistemology, the additivity principle does seem to latch
onto something important about information value. Sticking with KL distance
or impact doesn’t get us any further in trying to understand what good there is
about additivity.

How does the accuracy gain model fare in this debate? The measure of
information value defined by EIV = EAG is nonnegative.27 Thus, it avoids the
problematic epistemological commitments of additive measures. However, it
gets us no further in our attempt to understand the intuitive appeal of additivity,
since it involves violations of this principle, just as KL distance and impact
do.28 But recall now that EIV = EAG is only part of the accuracy gain model
of information value, accounting for what I called expected information value,
that is, information value as evaluated from the agent’s perspective—which is
how information value is standardly understood in the cognitive psychology
literature. The accuracy gain model, however, also offers a notion of objective
information value, through the principle OIV = AG. And this measure turns
out to be additive.29

27This is because any plausible measure of accuracy, such as the Brier Score, will be strictly-
proper: the expected accuracy of a credence G in ? relative to a probability distribution on which
%(?) = G will be higher than that of any other credence—i.e. each probability distribution will take
itself as giving the “best shot at the truth”. Once the agent updates on new information A, thus, the
expected accuracy of the posterior probability distribution, evaluated from the perspective of the
posterior probability distribution itself, will be higher than that of the prior probability distribution.
This means that the expected accuracy gain will be positive, unless there is no change in credence,
in which case it will be 0.

28As an illustration, consider the case Nelson (2008) uses in relation to KL distance and impact.
Your prior credences about the polar research question’s possible answers are %(?) = .75 and
%(¬?) = .25. Now, consider information A1 such that learning A1 brings %(?) down to .25, and
information A2 which, in conjunction with A1, brings %(?) back to .75. Since the credences don’t
change if you get both A1 and A2 simultaneously, ���(A1∧ A2) = 0. However, ���(A1) = .25 · (−.5)+
.75 · (.5) = .25. And ���(A2 |A1) = .75 · (.5) + .25 · (−.5) = .25. So, ���(A1) + ���(A2 |A1) = .5 ≠

���(A1 ∧ A2).
29Proof that for all A1, A2, ��(A1) + ��(A2 |A1) = ��(A1 ∧ A2): by the definition of accuracy

gain, ��(A1) +��(A2 |A1) = [�(%(@) |A1), @) ) −�(%(@) ), @) )] + [�(%A1 (@) |A2), @) ) −�(%A1 (@) ), @) )] =
�(%A1 (@) |A2), @) ) − �(%(@) ), @) ). Equally, ��(A1 ∧ A2) = �(%(@) |A1 ∧ A2), @) ) − �(%(@) ), @) ). So, if
%A1 (@) |A2) = %(@) |A1∧A2), then��(A1)+��(A2 |A1) = ��(A1∧A2). Andof course, by the ratio formula:
%A1 (@) |A2) = %A1 (@) ∧ A2)/%A1 (A2) = %(@) ∧ A2 |A1)/%(A2 |A1) = %(@) ∧ A1 ∧ A2)/%(A1)/%(A1 ∧ A2)/%(A1) =
%(@) ∧ A1 ∧ A2)/%(A1 ∧ A2) = %(@ |A1 ∧ A2). So, by modus ponens: ��(A1) + ��(A2 |A1) = ��(A1 ∧ A2).
We need not worry about conditionalization on propositions which have 0 prior probability, for (i)
the propositions which the agent conditionalizes on constitute evidence and thusmust be true, and
(ii) %(·) represents the credence distribution justified by the agent’s evidence, which never gives
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While expected information value is a measure of how useful a piece of
information is to the agent according to the agent’s own perspective, objective
information value is a measure of how useful a piece of information is to the
agent according to an external observer already acquaintedwith the truth about
the agent’s research question. Since a piece of information may increase but
also decrease the accuracy of the agent with respect to the true answer to the
research question, accuracy gain as a measure of objective information value
can be negative. But this is exactlywhatwe’dwant out of an objectivemeasure of
information value. As noted earlier, if you get information which is misleading
relative to your research question, you’re moving further away from the truth:
such information has, objectively speaking, negative usefulness for you. While
it is implausible that some information could ever be of negative value as judged
from your own perspective—which was the problem with additive measures
of, we can now say, expected information value—information is sometimes of
negative value when judged from an external perspective.

Further, we can also see that there is a sense in which the usefulness of two
pieces of information is independent of whether they are acquired simultane-
ously or sequentially; it is the sense associatedwith objective information value.
And we can clearly see the intuition behind this thought: surely, an external
observer acquainted with all the facts wouldn’t be sensitive, in her judgement
about how useful certain information is to you, to whether such information
is acquired all at once or sequentially. Recall that additivity failures are gen-
erated by shifts in the agent’s perspective. But the perspective of an external
observer remains fixed throughout your information-acquisition process: no
shift, no failure of additivity. The accuracy gain model of information value is
thus uniquely suited to account for both nonnegativity, which is deal with at
the expectational level, and additivity, which is dealt with at the objective level.

4 Surprise, ExcludedPossibilities, andBeliefChange

In this section, I strengthen the case for the accuracy gain model by showing
that it avoids additional problems faced by its contenders. In particular, I show
that accuracy gain is the only model capable of accounting at once for the value
of surprise, of excluding possibilities, and of changing beliefs.

probability 1 to a false proposition.
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4.1 Surprise

In this subsection, I show that information gain fails to account for the value
of surprise. Suppose your research question & has four possible answers,
@1 , @2 , @3 , @4. Suppose further that these are your priors: %(@1) = %(@2) = .4,
%(@3) = %(@4) = .1. Consider next a counterpart of yours who is interested in a
research question, &∗, with the same number of possible answers, and whose
priors are %′(@∗1) = %′(@∗2) = .4 and %′(@∗3) = %′(@∗4) = .1. Suppose you get
information A which excludes @3 and @4, so that your posterior probabilities are
%=4F(@1) = %=4F(@2) = .5. Your counterpart, by contrast, gets information A∗
which excludes @∗1 and @∗2, so that their posterior probabilities are %′=4F(@∗3) =
%′=4F(@∗4) = .5. Intuitively, A∗ is more useful to your counterpart than A is to
you. Information A confirms what you already thought was likely, namely
that the true answer to & is either @1 or @2. Information A∗ not only excludes
two possible answers, as A does, but remedies the negative effects of some prior
misleading evidence that your counterpart possessed. Despite this, information
gain assigns equal information value to A and A∗.

Recall that ��(A) = �(&) − �(& |A), where �(&) is the initial entropy of &
and �(& |A) the entropy of & once you get A. The initial entropy of & and &∗
is the same, for the priors are distributed in the same way. And the entropy
of & once you get A is the same as the entropy of &∗ once your counterpart
gets A∗, since, again, in both cases the probabilities are distributed in the same
way. But this means that the information gain of A is the same as that of A∗.
The other measures avoid this problem, including accuracy gain. The expected
accuracy gain of A∗ is higher than that of A, so A∗ comes out as more useful to
your counterpart than A is to you on the accuracy gain model.30

4.2 Excluded Possibilities

Probability gain properly accounts for the value of surprise, and thus avoids
the objection raised above to information gain. Nonetheless, it faces another
serious problem. To illustrate, suppose that your research question & this time
has three possible answers, and that your prior probabilities are as follows:
%(@1) = .5, %(@2) = %(@3) = .25. Your counterpart is also interested in this
question, and has equal priors as you. You get A, updating on which gives you
the following posterior probabilities: %=4F(@1) = .5, %=4F(@2) = .3, %=4F(@3) = .2.

30���(A) = .5 · (.36 − .25) · 2 = .11, whereas ���(A∗) = .5 · (.81 − .25) · 2 = .56.
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Your counterpart gets A∗, updating on which results in the exclusion of @3, and
the following posterior probabilities: %′=4F(@1) = %′=4F(@2) = .5. Intuitively, A∗ is
more useful to your counterpart than A is to you. Information A∗ allows your
counterpart to exclude one possible answer, whereas A only makes one slightly
less likely. Yet probability gain gives the same value to both A and A∗, namely 0,
since neither answer raises the probability of the most likely hypothesis. The
other measures avoid this problem, including accuracy gain. The expected
accuracy gain of A∗ is higher than that of A, so A∗ comes out as more useful to
your counterpart than A is to you on the accuracy gain model.31

4.3 Belief Change

My arguments so far have proven particularly damaging for information gain
and probability gain, but KL distance and impact come out as relatively un-
touched. Accuracy gain has the advantage of being able to incorporate additiv-
ity at the objective level, but other than that the threemeasuremay look roughly
on a par. I nowwant to argue that accuracy gain alone is capable of providing a
satisfactory explanation forwhy belief change in light of new evidence is useful.
Insofar as KL distance and impact can at all provide an explanation, they will
have to help themselves to the story given by accuracy gain.

Recall that both KL distance and impact measure the usefulness of a piece of
information as a function of howmuch updating on such a piece of information
changes one’s prior credences. The greater the change in credences, the more
information value. But why should that be so? Surely, belief change is not
of epistemic value in itself. The reason why belief change is useful must be
that it’s expected to get us closer to the truth about our research question.
But the standard measure of closeness to truth is accuracy, and so we get the
result that the reason why belief change is useful is that it’s expected to bring

31���(A) = 0 + .3 · (.5625 − .49) + .2 · (.5625 − .64) = 0.00625. By contrast, ���(A∗) = 0 + .5 ·
(.5625− .25)+0 = .15625. It should be noted that according to the accuracy gain model, the objective
information value of A and A∗ is the same. Is this a bad result? Not upon reflection. Consider how
an external observer would judge the shift in probabilities from %′(@1) = .5, %′(@2) = %′(@3) = .25,
to %′=4F(@1) = %′=4F(@2) = .5. Such an external observer would think: the acquisition of A∗ has
two outcomes for the agent. On the one hand, it excludes a false hypothesis, @3; but on the other,
it lends more plausibility to another false hypothesis, @2. The goodness of the good outcome
is of strength comparable to the badness of the bad outcome, so the two outcomes cancel each
other out—resulting in an objective information value of 0. The agent herself, on the contrary,
cannot engage in this reasoning, for she doesn’t know that @2 is false: hence, she will also consider
the possibility where A∗ excludes a false hypothesis and lends plausibility to the true hypothesis.
Overall, she should think that A∗ has positive value, as predicted by EIV = EAG.
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about a gain in accuracy.32 But why would we then want to use KL distance or
impact as measures of information value, rather than expected accuracy gain
itself? We may do so in experiments, if that comes handy, to the extent that KL
distance and impact are good proxies for expected accuracy gain. But then it’s
crucial to recognise that what grounds these measures’ normative significance
is accuracy gain, which is the only finally valuable property of information,
from the epistemic point of view. So, while information which changes one’s
beliefs is useful, in accordance with KL distance and impact, it is so because it’s
expected to increase accuracy gain.

∗

To sumup, the accuracy gainmodel is unique in being positioned to account
for the value of surprise, of excluding possibilities, and of changing beliefs.

5 The Argument from Simplicity

The arguments of §3 and §4 lend support to the accuracy gain model on the
grounds that it is consistent with more intuitions than its rivals and possesses
greater explanatory power. In this section, I want to show that accuracy gain is
also the simplest theory of information value available.

To see this, notice first that none of probability gain, information gain,
KL distance, and impact provide an account of objective information value,
alongside with what we called expected information value. This is no flaw in its
own right, especially once one bears in mind that these measures have largely
been devised to learn facts about people’s rationality, andwhat is rational for an
agent to do is standardly assumed to depend on what the agent’s expectations
are. Yet as we examine each of these models from a purely theoretical point of
view, asking which of them best accounts for the notion of information value, it
makes sense to ask whether we shouldn’t want them to have something to say
about the objective perspective, too. We can ask: how useful should an agent (
with research question& and probabilities %(·) judge that piece of information A
is to her? And we can devise normative measures of expected information value
to answer such a question. But we can also ask: how useful should an external

32Cf. Oddie (1997), who proves that acquiring new information which changes one’s credences
always improves expected cognitive value, where this is cashed out in terms of accuracy—though
he doesn’t specify any particular measure of accuracy, besides saying that it be strictly-proper.
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observer acquainted with the truth about & judge that piece of information
A is to agent (? And we can equally devise normative measures of objective
information value to answer such a question. The accuracy gain model offers
an attractive package which addresses both questions: objective information
value is correctly measured by accuracy gain, and expected information value
is correctly measured by expected accuracy gain.

How do the other measures fare? The trouble is that there doesn’t seem
to be any real contender to accuracy gain at the level of objective information
value. Notice a couple of desiderata for such an account of objective information
value. First, we said earlier that misleading information should be seen as of
negative value from the perspective of an external observer. And of course,
information which increases the probability of the true answer should be seen
as of positive value from such an objective perspective. But then, we end
up with the result that any plausible measure of objective information value
should assign negative value to information which moves the agent away from
the truth, and positive value to information which gets the agent closer to the
truth. And since the standardmeasure of closeness to the truth is accuracy, this
pretty much already gets us to accuracy gain as the correct account of objective
information value.33

Once this is established, expected accuracy gain clearly emerges as the
simplest model of expected information value: the agent ought to judge some
information useful to the same degree that they expect an external observer

33This becomes apparent if onedoes try to comeupwithpotentialmodels of objective information
value inspired by models of expected information value alternative to expected accuracy gain.
Consider first probability gain. What comes closest to an objective version of probability gain is
%(@) |A) − %(@) ). But this equals accuracy gain when accuracy is defined as follows: �(%(?), ?) =
−(1−%(?)). And this is indeed a way to measure accuracy, just not one which gets standardly used.
Notice, moreover, that taking the expectation of this measure doesn’t actually deliver probability
gain; so, such an objective measure only rather indirectly relates to probability gain. Impact doesn’t
fare better, for the objective value which it measures the expectation of is .5 · |%(@) |A) − %(@) )|,
which assigns positive value to information moving you away from the truth, and so is a non-
starter. Information gain and KL distance give more interesting results. What comes closest to an
objective analogue of information gain is log 1/%(@) )− log 1/%(@) |A), which equals log(@) |A)/%(@) ).
As with probability gain, there is only an indirect connection here, for taking the expectation of this
value doesn’t give you information gain. But the expectation of this value coincides with another
measure, namelyKLdistance! And log(@) |A)/%(@) ) is a special case of accuracygain,whenaccuracy
is measured thus: �(%(@) ), @) ) = log%(@) ). So if the logarithmic score is a legitimate accuracy
measure, KL distance turns out to be a special case of the accuracy gain model, once coupled with
the objective value which it is the expectation of. Since the logarithmic score likely isn’t the correct
accuracymeasure—a case which, as we’ve seen, has by contrast beenmadewith respect to the Brier
Score (Pettigrew (2016))—the comprehensiveness of the accuracy gain model remains preferable.
If the logarithmic score were the only correct measure of accuracy, the contribution of this paper
could be seen as a justification of the claim that, and an explanation why, KL distance is the correct
measure of expected information value.
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acquainted with the facts to judge it so. The link between accuracy gain as a
measure of objective informationvalue andexpected accuracygain as ameasure
of expected information value is far more straightforwardly justified than is the
link between accuracy gain as a measure of objective information value and
any of probability gain, information gain, KL distance, and impact as measures
of expected information value.34 So, the accuracy gain model of objective and
expected information value provides the simplest package available, and this
reinforces the case in its favour.

6 Empirical Adequacy

Recall that in §1 I noted how cognitive psychologists disagree about the extent
to which facts about how people gather information should constrain norma-
tive models of information value. Some think that a normative model should
as far as possible aim to vindicate people’s behaviour.35 Others allow for more
discrepancy between the descriptive and normative levels.36 Most agree, how-
ever, that other things equal we’d rather have a normative model which didn’t
postulate massive irrationality on people’s part. In this section, I show that the
accuracy gain model promises to meet basic standards of empirical adequacy.
First, I show that the model predicts people’s standard ranking in covariation
tasks. Then, I show how a common heuristic approximates expected accu-
racy gain, and can thus be reliably used, in proper circumstances, to ask the
questions which maximise expected accuracy gain.

6.1 Covariation Assessment

In covariation tasks, people are asked to assess the degree to which two vari-
ables, - and ., are related. They are given values for: (i) the frequency with
which - and . occur together (cell A), (ii) the frequency with which - is
present but . is absent (cell B), (iii) the frequency with which - is absent but .
is present (cell C), and (iv) the frequency with which both variables are absent
(cell D).

34As just noted, even proponents of KL distance face the additional, arduous step of showing that
the logarithmic score is the uniquely legitimate accuracymeasure if they are to justify KL distance’s
connection to accuracy gain.

35See, e.g., Oaksford and Chater (2007).
36See, e.g., Baron (1985, pp. 52-53).
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variable X
variable Y

present absent

present A B
absent C D

Decades of research have established the result that participants do not con-
sider the four pieces of information as equally important when determining the
degree of covariation, although according to traditional descriptive statistics,
like the ! coefficient, they are.37 In particular, the standard ranking that people
give, in terms of how important the information of each cell is, goes as follows:
� > � ≈ � > �.38

This has led some psychologists to hypothesise that participants do not
approach the task as one of description, but rather of inference, whereby they use
the information provided by the four cells as bearing on a question about which
of two mutually exclusive hypotheses about a larger population of instances is
true. And indeed it has been shown that once the task is approached this way,
and the presence of - and . is assumed to be rare in the larger population,
while their absence common, joint presence does count as more informative
than join absence, vindicating the standard ranking that people give. Results
of this kind have been proved using log diagnosticity, impact, and information
gain as measures of information value.39

I now wish to give an illustration of the fact that the accuracy gain model
also predicts people’s standard ranking of the four cells’ informativeness. To
see this, assume that the two mutually exclusive hypotheses about the larger
population that participants are trying to decide between are ℎ1, that - and
. are moderately correlated (� = .5), and ℎ2, that - and . are independent
(� = 0).40 Further, %(ℎ1) = %(ℎ2) = .5.41 We then need the rarity assumption
that joint presence of - and . is rare, and joint absence common. Say, for

37! = (�� − ��)/[(� + �) · (� + �) · (� + �) · (� + �)]1/2—where �, �, �, and � correspond to
the respective cell values.

38For a representative sample of the literature, see Wasserman et al. (1990), Lipe (1990), Levin
et al. (1993), McKenzie (1994).

39McKenzie andMikkelsen (2007) use log diagnosticity, Nickerson (1996) uses impact, and Oaks-
ford and Chater (1994) use information gain.

40I borrow the case from McKenzie and Mikkelsen (2007). � is the Pearson’s product-moment
correlation coefficient, ranging between −1 and 1. To the extent that the coefficient is close to 1 (−1),
there is a positive (negative) relation between the variables.

41So, we’re also assuming the two hypotheses to be jointly exhaustive given the participants’
knowledge.
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instance, that %(-) = %(.) = .1. Consider first ℎ2. Given that - and . are
independent under ℎ2, %(0 |ℎ2) = %(-) ·%(.) = .01—using lower-case letters for
the propositions corresponding to the information contained in each cell. And
similarly, %(1 |ℎ2) = %(-) · [1 − %(.)] = .09; %(2 |ℎ2) = [1 − %(-)] · %(.) = .09;
%(3 |ℎ2) = [1 − %(-)] · [1 − %(.)] = .81. As for ℎ1, with � = .5, %(0 |ℎ1) = .055;
%(1 |ℎ1) = .045; %(2 |ℎ1) = .045; %(3 |ℎ1) = .855.42 By the law of total probability,
we get %(0) = .0325; %(1) = %(2) = .0675; %(3) = .8325. By Bayes’ theorem,
%(ℎ1 |0) = .846, %(ℎ2 |0) = .154; %(ℎ1 |1) = %(ℎ1 |2) = .333, %(ℎ2 |1) = %(ℎ2 |2) =
.666; %(ℎ1 |3) = .514, %(ℎ2 |3) = .486.

We are now in a position to calculate the expected accuracy gain of each of
the pieces of information contained within the cells:

• ���(0) = %(ℎ1 |0)·[�(%(ℎ1 |�), ℎ1)−�(%(ℎ1), ℎ1)]+%(ℎ2 |0)·[�(%(ℎ2 |�), ℎ2)−
�(%(ℎ2), ℎ2)] = .846 · (.2263) + .154 · (−.4657) = .1197

• ���(1) = .333 · (−.1856) + .666 · (.1411) = .0318

• ���(2) = ���(1) = .0318

• ���(3) = .514 · (.0099) + .486 · (−.0101) = .0001.

So, ���(0) > ���(1) = ���(2) > ���(3), validating participants’ standard
judgement that the information contained in cell A is more useful than that
contained in cells B, C, and D, with the information of cells B and C itself being
more useful than that of cell D.

6.2 The Feature Difference Heuristic

Some may think that computing expected accuracy gain is such a complex
and demanding cognitive task that it’s implausible to think that human beings
collect information in order to maximise this value. While it may be true that
people’s cognitive systems are not equipped with the tools needed to calculate
precise expected accuracy gains, it’s possible that we are prone to making use
of heuristics that track expected accuracy gain reliably enough. I now illustrate
that this is indeed the case with respect to the well-documented feature difference
heuristic.

The planet Vuma scenario introduced by Skov and Sherman (1986) nicely
illustrates the use of this heuristic strategy. The experimental subjects are

42See McKenzie and Mikkelsen (2007) for more detail on the derivation of these values.
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told to imagine that they live on planet Vuma, in which only two types of
creature exist: gloms and fizos. Due to the planet’s blinding light and blowing
sand, it’s impossible to distinguish these creatures by sight. The task is to
categorize a randomly chosen creature as either a glom or a fizo, by asking
whether it wears a hula hoop or drinks iced tea, knowing about the following
probabilities: %(6;><) = %( 5 8I>) = .50; %(ℎD;0 |6;><) = .90; %(ℎD;0 | 5 8I>) =
.50; %(3A8=: |6;><) = .28; and %(3A8=: | 5 8I>) = .32. Which feature would it be
most useful to query about?

One thing that Skov and Sherman, but also Slowiaczek et al. (1992), found
is that many subjects in cases such as the planet Vuma scenario ask about those
features with maximal absolute difference in feature probabilities, i.e. those
features 5 such that |%( 5 |ℎ1)−%( 5 |ℎ2)| ismaximal. This is a property of features
which is readily available to the subjects; for example, in the planet Vuma case
it’s evident that it’s the hula property that should be chosen according to the
feature difference strategy:

• |%(ℎD;0 |6;><) − %(ℎD;0 | 5 8I>)| = .90 − .50 = .40

• |%(3A8=: |6;><) − %(3A8=: | 5 8I>)| = .32 − .28 = .04

So it’s plausible to think that such a heuristic could be operative in helping
subjects make choices about which queries to pursue.

I now want to show that asking questions via use of the feature difference
heuristic can be a goodway tomaximise expected accuracy gain. I will illustrate
the point with the Vuma scenario. What we need is to get the values for
���(�D;0) and ���(�A8=:), where upper-case initials indicate that we’re
talking about questions rather than answers. To do so, we first have to derive
the following probabilities, which can be done by employing the law of total
probability and Bayes’ theorem: %(6;>< |ℎD;0) = .64), %(6;>< |¬ℎD;0) = .17;
%( 5 8I> |ℎD;0) = .36, %( 5 8I> |¬ℎD;0) = .83; %(ℎD;0) = .7. Then, ���(ℎD;0) =
.64·(.1204)+.36·(−.1596) = .02. And���(¬ℎD;0) = .17·(−.4389)+.83·(.2211) =
.11. Knowing this, we can finally get:

���(�D;0) = %(ℎD;0) · ���(ℎD;0) + %(¬ℎD;0) · ���(¬ℎD;0) =

= .7 · (.02) + .3 · (.11) = .047

Next, we do the same for the �A8=: question. %(6;>< |3A8=:) = .47,
%(6;>< |¬3A8=:) = .51; %( 5 8I> |3A8=:) = .53, %( 5 8I> |¬3A8=:) = .49; %(3A8=:) =
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.3. So, ���(3A8=:) = .47 · (−.0309) + .53 · (.0291) = .0009. And ���(¬3A8=:) =

.51 · (.0099) + .49 · (−.0101) = .0001. This gets us:

���(�A8=:) = .3 · (.0009) + .7 · (.0001) = .00034

So, ���(�D;0) is much greater than ���(�A8=:). The Vuma example shows
how the feature difference heuristic can be used to maximise the expected
accuracy gain of questions.

∗

No doubt much remains to be shown about the extent to which people’s
information-gathering choices respect the injunction to maximise expected ac-
curacy gain, and about how using simple heuristics can be an effective way to
respect such an injunction. But the purpose of this paper was to argue that
accuracy gain is the correct normative model of information value—our ques-
tion was what information value is, and not what people take it to be. For
such a purpose it suffices to show that the model doesn’t postulate massive
irrationality on people’s part, and I take this section to have established at least
that.

7 Conclusion

What is the correct measure of the usefulness of acquiring certain evidence,
or of asking certain questions in order to acquire certain evidence, relative to
the aim of settling a given research question? The accuracy gain model stands
out as the best candidate theory of information value: it is simpler, it fits more
intuitions, and it has greater explanatory power than any of the other available
theories. Information value is to be accounted for in terms of accuracy gain.
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